
MENS CLOTHING BOUTIQUE BUSINESS PLAN

And to that end, we plan to promote our retail business with an ambitious, targeted . They sell men's, women's and
children's clothing along with home accents.

Pleasant and Charleston area businesses are set to expand rapidly as affluent families move from the north.
Fashion merchandisers can help you display your merchandise so that it sells itself and the sales associates
have an easier time selling it. It will assist you in budgeting as well as identifying trends that show your store
is ready for the next step. This has given them valuable experience working within an aggressive corporate
structure, and has instilled in them a deep appreciation for teamwork, as the means by which goals are
attained. Rent per square foot is about half what the nearest regional mall charges. Q: How did you arrive at
the sales figures? This busy center, anchored by Big supermarket and Lottie's Records and Video, consistently
has a busy parking lot and very high foot traffic. This is a detailed account of every item that would be carried
in the store, right down to the number of each size and color along with their retail prices. The funding section
is also the place to ask potential investors for capital and show them how it will be used. Some lines, such as
Blusher, and Silken, sell product lines designed for men. A: Plan 1 is a very conservative plan whose purpose
is to demonstrate that Van Schaack can manage its business expenses on a modest sales plan. Be sure to rent
or lease a location with a storeroom large enough to store your unstocked merchandise. Purchase inventory
Speaking of inventory, you'll want to get the process moving to purchase merchandise from designers or
manufacturers at the same time that you settle on a location. Make sure your location is zoned for commercial
use and check with zoning restrictions before you decorate. They'll help you obtain a tax ID number, and can
advise on which business licenses you may need. Associates at the company will be knowledgable and
friendly. The colors and styling will be more masculine, avoiding the cheap and flashy. These customers will
either hail from affluent families or themselves have decent salaries and expendable income. Advertising will
be directed at the core customer and will stress the projected image. All walls and merchandise tables in the
store will be white. You'll need to have a diverse mix of clothing, while understanding that you won't
necessarily be able to satisfy everyone that walks through your door. The best way to present strong
merchandise and color statements is by using white backgrounds. It's important not to underestimate the
amount of financial capital you'll need to get started.


